
May 1st, also known as International Workers’ Day or Labour Day in some 

countries, seems like an odd even ironic date to focus on Global Capital 

Markets. Yet the occasion also marks the 1/3rd point in the year, affording 

us the opportunity to pause and take stock (pun intended) of the situation. 

Attached here is a summary of major indices around the globe, which 

averaged a decline of just under 17% to the end of May. By contrast, our 

model portfolios have fared considerably better, posting declines of 8.5% 

or roughly half the drop of the markets. This is the result of a more conservative asset allocation, which includes government 

and investment-grade corporate bonds and equities with lower correlations to the broader markets. 

Outperforming on the downside is also the result of our institutional partners at Dimensional, Edgepoint and Mackenzie 

Financial re-positioning their fund holdings to capitalize on buying opportunities that the Corona-driven sell-off provided. 

March was a truly awful month, and as the Dow dropped as low as 18,200, their cash was put to use buying great companies 

trading at a discount by adding to existing positions and exiting others. This speaks to the dynamic and tactical approach taken 

when managing client assets and why we feel confident looking forward. By but forward, we mean Q4 of this year and into Q1 

of 2021, as we believe there are potholes, roadblocks and detours on the road ahead for the middle half of this year. 

Our view is that May and June is where the rubber hits the road. The numbers from the real economy including GDP, 

unemployment, exports and inflation will determine where Markets go from here. And to be completely honest, we’re not 

expecting great numbers on the economic front for the next few months. How could we, given that the world economy is still 

largely under a stop-work order by most governments? Note though I said a few months, not a few years. 

To finish with a positive take-away, consider this: the world economy has been put on life-support and billions of us are 

sheltering at home. Unemployment levels and under- employment levels have reached levels not seen since the 1980s (that’s 

right, the 80s -as in the decade of big hair, glam rock, time- travelling Deloreans and Gordon Gekko). And yet -Markets have 

held up pretty well so far, and have climbed back from their lows set back in March. This suggests investors are willing to 

accept some short term bad news (as long as it’s not too bad and only short term), and expect the world economy to come 

back to life sooner than later. 

Time will tell, but our position has been very clear on which side of the 

coin we believe will face up when it comes to a stop. Heads Up for sure. 

Homo Sapiens will win this epic battle of Humankind against Nature, and 

we’re well past just getting started. Encouraging news is already coming 

out on the vaccine front and countries are starting to re-open. The future 

looks bright and the spirit of the human race is summed up well by Vince 

Lombardi (see above). It’s our nature to win, because it’s our nature to 

want to. 

Enjoy May Day everyone and have a great weekend! 

Be safe, be well.
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